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May 21, 2020        

           

Dear Residents & Family Members,  

 

It has been a struggle listening to the news recently, as there have been many varying 

viewpoints shared about senior living communities. Clearly, everyone who has lost a loved 

one, whether in a senior living community or elsewhere, is hurting and grieving. At this point, 

many of us have been touched by this dreadful virus. But the misinformation being broadcast 

about nursing homes does not help.  

 

We heard one legislator recently refer to all senior living communities as assisted living. To 

clarify, Friends House has residential/independent living plus assisted living plus skilled 

nursing plus rehab plus future plans for memory support/care in a separate building, and 

pharmacy, home health and home service are also offered on this campus. We are known as a 

CCRC, or Continuing Care Retirement Community. But if you were to listen to that particular 

legislator (and she wasn’t the only one), everything falls under the umbrella of assisted living; 

which could not be further from the truth. Assisted Living is just a small, yet important, 

component of the many things we do here.  
 

Others are calling for even more regulations on nursing homes (skilled nursing area 

of our CCRC). Personally, we do not know for sure, but it is widely believed that 

only the nuclear industry is more regulated than nursing homes. Other medical 

arenas, like hospitals, clinics, etc. are not surveyed nearly as often as nursing homes. 

These regulations have caused nurses who once spent most of their time with patients 

to now spend most of their time doing paperwork. And the paperwork has only 

increased with coronavirus. 

 

Because Medicaid knowingly underfunds nursing homes for indigent residents, and 

Medicaid is the largest payor source for the most number of residents in nursing 

homes overall, many staff at nursing homes are paid low wages just so the 

community can survive and pay its bills. And many of these staff are doing work that 

most would find too unpleasant while putting their own lives at risk right now during 

coronavirus. While there are some bad nursing home operators and employees in this 

country like every other business environment, the vast majority of people have 

caring hearts who seek every day to make a positive difference in the lives of those 

we serve as if our residents are our very own family.  

 



When a resident passes away in a nursing home, it is normal for the staff to grieve and often 

cry. We become family. So when the pundits talk so loosely about elderly people dying in 

nursing homes, it is not something we ever get used to or fully accept. It takes a toll on our 

team, and it further impacts us watching the toll it takes on the family. But we all know these 

elderly residents are vulnerable. That’s why they are in the nursing home, and that’s why we 

are giving our best to help them live at their highest level. It’s especially joyful to watch those 

getting rehab go home after the rehab works. So when Governors of other states sent COVID-

19 positive residents into a vulnerable, congregate population while prisoners are let out due 

to being in a congregate population, and then they call for tighter controls on nursing homes, 

it just makes us cringe.  
 

Well, enough of that. Please know we realize how very difficult this is for you, too. 

Not being able to physically be in front of and touch your loved one is so difficult. 

There are many of us dealing with the same issue as it relates to our family members. 

 

Here at Friend’s House, we want you to know that we have given and will continue to give all 

we have and all we are to keep your loved one as safe and healthy as we possibly can. And as 

management, we also feel the same about our staff. We are so proud of the team here, as they 

step up into whatever role might be needed at a given time so we can best serve our residents. 

We also greatly appreciate the patience and cooperation of family members, and the help 

from independent living residents who made us masks and gowns when supplies were 

running short. It has felt like being on a wonderful team dedicated to being our best. 

 

We are very pleased with the results that we continue to see as we make further progress in 

containing the virus. Our testing and care protocols have so far shown to be quite successful 

so far in isolating the virus. Our latest results are: 

  

 #Positives #Deaths #Returned to Work #Now Negative #Still Positive 

Residents 18 5 N/A 12 1 

Staff 13 0 12 N/A 1 

 

The CDC recommends staff be quarantined for 10 days with no symptoms before returning to 

work. Most of our employees have been staying in quarantine for fourteen days without 

symptoms before returning to work in accordance with their personal Doctor’s orders. It is 

expected staff can more easily communicate whether any symptoms still exist, whereas 

residents are re-tested to achieve at least 2 negative results at least 24 hours apart before they 

are considered free of coronavirus.  

 

Again, we have no new positive cases to report; and we have been testing those who present 

potential symptoms. So hats off to the heroes who work among us for carefully following our 

protocols, and for also being proactive at the first sign of any potential new outbreak so we 

can stop it right away.  



 

Your continued support and encouragement of our team has also been greatly appreciated. We 

know this is also very tough on you right now, particularly given there have been no visitors 

in healthcare. Nevertheless, many of you have selflessly shared your appreciation of our staff. 

So Thank You!  

 

Our staff members continue to follow public health recommendations to reduce the risk 
of spreading COVID-19. These include strict handwashing procedures, and in many 
circumstances, wearing facemasks, gowns, and gloves when interacting with residents 
who are sick. As you know, there are well documented shortages, so our team has been 
very resourceful in obtaining all we can and adjusting as necessary where needed for 
the safety and welfare of the resident. 
    

Some have asked how they can help. If you feel so inclined and would like to 

contribute to helping our team during this time of the coronavirus, please contact 

Anne Derby at 301-924-7510 or aderby@friendshouse.com, or go to this link: 

http://weblink.donorperfect.com/Giv3. 

  

We will update our COVID19 section of our website as new information is available. 

 

We appreciate your continued patience and understanding. We continue to work with 

The Maryland Department of Health, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 

and local health departments in monitoring the outbreak of the virus, COVID-19.  
 

Blessings to all,  

 

 

Friends House Management 
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